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Tourists who choose Tenerife as their ideal destination for a holiday find that they are compelled to
visit the city over and over again. This is because the city has lush gardens and an atmosphere that
is nothing short of welcoming and amazing. This is one of Spanish places that you can make those
lasting memories without even trying too hard to achieve that.

It is also a place that has lots of monuments and buildings all of which have rich artistic and historic
value. The churches are the main monuments within the city although there are other grounds that
make it to the attractions list. The most interesting thing about Tenerife is that it experiences
sunshine throughout the year meaning that it is ideal for any kind of holiday at any given time within
the year. You can enjoy your time best at the exotic beaches and resorts that are strategically
placed within the region.

Martianez Beach: it is strategically placed between cliffs and is made outstanding by the black
sandy layers on some sections. It is a beach that is open to the powerful sea actions and has
scenery that is simply breathtaking. You can enjoy the sand and sun as well as have an interesting
time in surfing.

Teresita Beach: the golden sand beach is very popular and is located on Santa Cruz. You will find
sea grapes and Canary palms adorning the wide beach and it also has a water breaker making it
quite safe for people looking to spend some time in the cool waters. It is also a fishing ground and
this only means that you will get to enjoy seafood at its best adding to the fun you will find within the
beach.

Roque Beach: this is a unique beach whose sand is quite dark. You will find it most ideal to spend
some time in during the periods with low tides and you can enjoy surfing. It is however of great
importance to note that the surfing can be dangerous since this is a beach that experiences sudden
swells and currents even though it generally has good conditions. You can enjoy all types of foods
especially seafood in the open fish restaurants and cafes.

Jardin Beach: it is located on Puerto la Cruz and is also an amazing beach that has plenty of
activities to offer to those who are looking for some fun during their holidays and vacations. The
facilities within this beach are quite modern and you can find most of the equipment you need on
hire and at a very affordable rate for that matter.
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Club Villamar offers hundreds of miles of beautiful beaches, rich cultural history and a
ferienwohnung spanien is by far the most popular holiday destination, just visit a ferienwohnungen
costa brava  and a ferienhaus mallorca.
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